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Focus: coding a probability density function
• Focus on one practical aspect of many data analysis in
HEP: How do you formulate your p.d.f. in ROOT
– For ‘simple’ problems (gauss, polynomial), ROOT built-in models
well sufficient

– But if you want to do unbinned ML fits, use non-trivial functions,
or work with multidimensional functions you are quickly running
into trouble
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The situation at BaBar six years ago…
• BaBar experiment at SLAC: Extract sin(2β) from time
dependent CP violation of B decay: e+e- Æ Y(4s) Æ BB
– Reconstruct both Bs, measure decay time difference
– Physics of interest is in decay time dependent oscillation
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• Many issues arise
– Standard ROOT function framework clearly insufficient to handle such
complicated functions Æ must develop new framework
– Normalization of p.d.f. not always trivial to calculate Æ may need numeric
integration techniques
– Unbinned fit, >2 dimensions, many events Æ computation performance
important Æ must try optimize code for acceptable performance
– Simultaneous fit to control samples to account for detector performance
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A recent example
• Initial approach BaBar: write it from scratch (in FORTRAN!)
– Does its designated job quite well, but took a long time to develop
– Possible because sin(2β) effort supported by O(50) people.
– Optimization of ML calculations hand-coded Æ
error prone and not easy to maintain
– Difficult to transfer knowledge/code from one analysis to another.

• A better solution: A modeling language in C++ that
integrates seamlessly into ROOT
– Recycle code and knowledge

• Development of RooFit package
– Started 5 years ago.
– Very successful Æ virtually everybody in BaBar uses it
Æ now in standard ROOT distribution
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What is RooFit
• A data modeling language to facilitate medium complex to
very complex fits
– Addition to ROOT – (Almost) no overlap with existing ROOT functionality
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Data modeling – OO representation
• TF1s single line ASCII math expression quickly becomes
limiting factor when writing on-trivial functions
– Idea: represent each math symbols with C++ object
Mathematical concept

x, p
r
f (x )
function
r r r
F ( x ; p, q )
PDF
r
x
space point
variable

RooFit class
RooRealVar
RooAbsReal
RooAbsPdf
RooArgSet

xmax

integral

∫ f ( x)dxr

xmin

list of space points

xk

RooRealIntegral
RooAbsData

– Result: 1 line of code per symbol in a function
(the C++ constructor) rather than 1 line of code per
function
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Data modeling – Constructing composite objects
• Straightforward correlation between mathematical
representation of formula and RooFit code

gauss ( x, m, s )
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RooRealVar x(“x”,”x”,-10,10) ;
RooRealVar m(“m”,”mean”,0) ;
RooRealVar s(“s”,”sigma”,2,0,10) ;
RooFormulaVar sqrts(“sqrts”,”sqrt(s)”,s) ;
RooGaussian g(“g”,”gauss”,x,m,sqrts) ;
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Model building – (Re)using standard components
• RooFit provides a collection of compiled standard PDF classes

Physics inspired

RooBMixDecay

ARGUS,Crystal Ball,
Breit-Wigner, Voigtian,
B/D-Decay,….

RooPolynomial
RooHistPdf

Non-parametric

RooArgusBG

Histogram, KEYS
RooGaussian

Basic

Gaussian, Exponential, Polynomial,…
Chebychev polynomial

Easy to extend the library: each p.d.f. is a separate C++ class
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Model building – (Re)using standard components
• Most physics models can be composed from ‘basic’ shapes
RooBMixDecay
RooPolynomial
RooHistPdf
RooArgusBG
RooGaussian

+

RooAddPdf
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Model building – (Re)using standard components
• Most physics models can be composed from ‘basic’ shapes
RooBMixDecay

RooProdPdf h(“h”,”h”,
RooArgSet(f,g))

RooPolynomial

h ( x, y ) = f ( x ) ⋅ g ( y )

RooHistPdf

RooProdPdf k(“k”,”k”,g,
Conditional(f,x))

RooArgusBG

k ( x, y ) = f ( x | y ) ⋅ g ( y )

RooGaussian

*

RooProdPdf
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Using models - Overview
• All RooFit models provide universal and complete
fitting and Toy Monte Carlo generating functionality
– Model complexity only limited by available memory and CPU power
– Fitting/plotting a 5-D model as easy as using a 1-D model
– Most operations are one-liners

Fitting

Generating
data = gauss.generate(x,1000)

RooAbsPdf
gauss.fitTo(data)

RooDataSet
RooAbsData
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Using models – Plotting
•

Model visualization geared towards ‘publication plots’ not interactive
browsing Æ emphasis on 1-dimensional plots

•

Simplest case: plotting a 1-D model over data
–

Modular structure of composite p.d.f.s allows easy access to components for plotting

–

Can show Poisson confidence intervals instead of sqrt(N) errors

RooPlot* frame = mes.frame() ;
data->plotOn(frame) ;
pdf->plotOn(frame) ;
pdf->plotOn(frame,Components(“bkg”))
frame->Draw() ;

Can store plot with data and
all curves as single object
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RooFit design philosophy
• No ‘arbitrary’ implementation restricted limitations
– A RooProdPdf can multiply any number of PDFs of any type
– A RooNumConvPdf can convolve any two PDFs
–

pdf.fitTo() is fully functional on any PDFs

–

pdf.generate() can generate any number of observables from any PDF

–

pdf.plotOn() works for any PDF

• Achieve complexity through composition
– Try to find the minimum number of building blocks and operators that allow
to do everything you want
– Example: decay ⊗ (gauss1 + gauss2)
•

No need for DoubleGauss resolution model as operator class RooAddModel solves this job (and
many other ones)

• Exact optimizations for speed are a computing problem, not a
physics problem
– An exact optimization is really an algorithm. RooFit can applies these for
you consistently and effortlessly for you in the best possible way
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Development history and use of RooFit
•

RooFit started as RooFitTools (presented at ROOT2001) in late 1999 for the BaBar
Collaboration
–

•

Started comprehensive redesign early 2001
–

•

New design was released to BaBar users in Oct 2001 as RooFit

RooFit released on SourceForge in Sep 2002
–

•

Original design was rapidly stretched to its limits

http://roofit.sourceforge.net

Vibrant user community:
–

Averaging 150 downloads per month (in last 12 months), 40K web hits per month!

–

Additional downloads via CVS not measured.

–

BaBar use not included in above as they have a copy in their own CVS/release structure

150
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Scientific output using RooFit
• Selection of BaBar publications in 2004 using RooFit
– Improved Measurement of the CKM angle alpha using B0Æρ+ρ– Measurement of branching fractions and charge asymmetries in B+ decays to
ηπ+, ηK+, ηρ+ and η'π+, and search for B0 decays to ηK0 and ηω
– Branching Fraction and CP Asymmetries in B0ÆKSKSKS
– Measurement of CP Asymmetries in B0ÆφK0 and B0ÆK+K-K0S
– Measurement of Branching Fractions and Time-Dependent CP-Violating
Asymmetries in BÆη' K Decays
– Improved Measurement of Time-Dependent CP Violation in B0 to (ccbar)K0
Decays (‘sin2β’)
– Measurements of the Branching Fraction and CP-Violating Asymmetries in
B0Æf0(980)KS Decays
– Measurement of Time-dependent CP-Violating Asymmetries in B0ÆK*γ, K*ÆKSπ0
Decays
– Study of the decay B0Æρ+ρ- and constraints on the CKM angle alpha.
– Measurement of CP-violating Asymmetries in B0ÆK0Sπ0 Decays
– Measurement of Time-Dependent CP Asymmetries in B0ÆφK0
– Search for B+/- Æ [K-/+ π+/-]D K+/- and upper limit on the bÆu amplitude in B+/Æ DK+/– Limits on the Decay-Rate Difference of Neutral B Mesons and on CP, T, and
CPT Violation in B0B0bar Oscillations
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Development history and use of RooFit
• RooFit v2 in June 2005
– Evolution of design, no major changes
– Make it easier to also do ‘simple’ modeling problems (less focus
on B physics)

• RooFit v2.05 bundled with ROOT v5 distribution
– Code continues to be developed on SourceForge
– Each ROOT5 release contains a zipped tar file with a RooFit release and
includes the necessary make files to build it as part of the ROOT system
– Simplifies access for new & old users: libraries are readily available and
compile on all ROOT supported platforms (including MacOS, native
Windows)

• Big Project (~10% of ROOT5)
– 56K lines of C++ source code
– 177 C++ classes
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Summary of developments for v2.05
• General code maintenance
– Extensive cleaning of code: Code now compiles cleanly on all ROOT
supported platform
– Packaging as ROOT module (Module.mk file etc)

• Design of interface evolving gradually
– Basic design concept provide solid foundation
– Most new features make RooFit easier to use: implementation usually
achieved by removal of limitation in existing interface rather than adding a
new interface

• New/Enhanced features
– New numeric convolution operator class, new numeric integration methods,
•

improved interface to control numeric integration methods and parameters

– Concept of named ranges associated with variables to support complex
views, projections and integral ratios in a natural way
– Code factory that simplifies use writing compiled classes on the fly using
ROOT ACLiC
– Latex output for RooFit tables and lists
– Improved manipulation of RooPlot contents
– Roll-out of ‘named argument’ interface for most major functions
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Selection of recent improvements – named ranges
• Easy to project slices of both data and functions
– Slices of function not generally easy to calculate, but RooFit will handle any p.d.f

Δt distribution

mB distribution

×

RooPlot* frame = dt.frame() ;
data.plotOn(frame) ;
model.plotOn(frame) ;
model.plotOn(frame,Components(“bkg”)) ;

RooPlot* frame = dt.frame() ;
dt.setRange(“sel”,5.27,5.30) ;
data.plotOn(frame,CutRange(“sel”)) ;
model.plotOn(frame,ProjectionRange(“sel”));
model.plotOn(frame,ProjectionRange(“sel”),
Components(“bkg”)) ;
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Selection of recent improvements – named ranges
• Another example using named ranges:
– Calculate ratio of bkg in dual sideband over bkg in signal region

x.setRange(“sblo”,-7,-5) ;
x.setRange(“sig”,-5,1) ;
x.setRange(“sbhi”,1,3) ;
RooAbsReal* fracSB = bkg.createIntegral(x,Range(“sblo,sbhi”)) ;
RooAbsReal* fracSig = bkg.createIntegral(x,Range(“sig”)) ;
cout << “sb/sig ratio = “ << fracSB->getVal()/fracSig->getVal() ;
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Documentation effort
• Major effort now ongoing in documentation
– Current documentation set of PPT presentations for BaBar
collaboration.
– Covers most features but somewhat specific to B-physics and
presentation style does not allow for in-depth coverage of
important details

• New two-prong approach:
– ROOT-style printed Users Manual, a pedagogical document with a
reference section (~100 pages total due by Dec 2005)
– Online WIKI documentation for practical solution, examples
ranging from simple to complex (under development)
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Documentation – Shapshot of ‘Users Guide’
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Documentation – Reference section of guide
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Current status and plans
• RooFit is approaching ‘mature’ status
– Most development involve tuning of interface and eliminating artifical
(implementation-related) limitations
– Most of the recent new features (such as named ranges) did not require
major design changes
– Used in many published physics analyses by BaBar (>4 year, >50
publications)
– SourceForge download statistics suggest sizeable user community outside
BaBar

• Concept of RooFit mostly revolves around user interface and
p.d.f building
– Not in the business of coding numeric integration methods, minimization
packages, just want to interface them

• Code is now in ROOT5 as ‘external package’
– ‘Large’ addition to ROOT (177 classes, 56K lines of code)

• Documentation upgrade main ongoing project at the moment.
– ROOT-style ‘Users Guide’ (~100 pages)
– Wiki interactive documentation for example, macros etc
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